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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to find out methods of lighting used by cinematographers in

Kampala . Basing on the following objectives ; To find out the impact of cinematic lighting

methods to the output of film, To find out the relationship of profession and experience of lighting

designers and cinematographers in Kampala. Local Films produced in Uganda have failed to be

broadcasted on local television channels because most of them are of poor quality and not of

standard even if the broadcasting policy of 2013 gives local content 70% of broadcast, films have

continuously failed this is so because of poor lighting methods used by cinematographers in

Uganda .

The study was descriptive in nature and it involved qualitative methods of data collection which

were administered through interviews to guide the collection of data. The total sample comprised

of five groups which were Directors of Photography, Directors, Light designers, Light technicians

and final film consumers. Purposive sampling was used where the researcher went to production

houses and film sets to select Directors of photography and light designers in Kampala .

Primary data was obtained from library materials, textbooks, internet, and published journals . Data

analysis was carried out through concentration on content and narrative analysis analysis of data

that was obtained from the field.

Findings reveled that cinematographer's in Kampala use ambience method of lighting film and are

not much aware of basic film lighting methods like three point lighting method. It was concluded

that cinematographers ,light designers and light technicians in Kampala should enroll for a

certificate, diploma or a degree in specific areas on film production to be professionals if Ugandan

films are to be broadcasted and compete on the global film market.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction To The Study
The researcher intended to concentrate on cinematic lighting methods used in Uganda in which the

researcher did a case study in Kampala. Cinematography is the art of photography and camerawork

in film making (Wikipedia-cinematography, 2019). cinematography can as well be defined as the

art and technology of motion-picture photography(Britannica-cinematography2015) it comprise of

the lighting of the set or location, the choice of cameras, lenses, filters, scenery and film stock.

Methods are particular procedures for accomplishing or approaching something, especially a

systematic or established one and lighting in film is the setup that guides the eye to a specific actor,

prop or part of the scene .there for in summary the researcher looked at particular procedures which

(dictionary procedures-2021) cinematographers in Kampala use to light films. There are universal

methods of cinematic lighting which are basic for film where different light sources that serve

different purposes are used; these include key lighting, the fill light, and the back light this is

termed as three point lighting method where the main object is in the middle of all these three

lights however there are other methods like use of side lighting, practical lighting, hard lighting,

soft lighting, bounce lighting, high key and low key, motivated lighting and lastly ambience

lighting.

Ambience lighting however is used by most cinematographers in Kampala and it is the commonest

method amongst most cinematographers in Kampala. In this approach cinematographers light to

illuminate subjects without worrying about a specific style or quality of light, it illuminates

everywhere in location or on the set this affects very much the output of films in Kampala because

at the end of the day films fail to meet the standards of the broadcasting houses like televisions, the

consumers of film generally buy films to watch them therefore when films are poorly lit they

attract few consumers because they can’t watch what cannot be seen this shows how lighting films

is very important in film production.

According to broadcasting policy 2013, there was a clear explanation about promoting the delivery

of high quality and efficiency broadcasting services by both public and private services providers.
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And this policy seemed to promote local content and build the broadcasting industry; in this regard

films of poor standards were denied the broadcast (standards for general broadcast programing in

Uganda, UCC, 2017)

In this policy still local contents are given a big advantage, for example local contents takes 70%

and foreign content takes 30% and this ratio of 7:3 shows how the government is willing to promote

our locally produced films (Bbosa, Extra Digest Mugobansonga 2021) However, Ugandan films are

not Broadcasted on local channels yet the broadcasting policy puts it clear that televisions must

broadcast 70% of local content (Bbosa: 2021). This is because, the policy is very weak in a way that

it did not describe which content and at what percentage should it be broadcasted. In that way the

local channels with impunity decides to broadcast 70% of other local contents like music,

ceremonies, government programs, adverts, and not local films then they decide to use 30% of

foreign content to broadcast films from Asia, America and Europe, he added that some channels

don’t want films which are in local languages yet for him he produce films for Ugandans. If one

visited Uganda and happened to switch on a sample of five local channels, he might end up in

shock wondering whether the citizens of Uganda have art! Because he might see Indian series on

Bukedde television, Latino series and other foreign content that dominates on our local channels,

yet the root cause of this entire problem is poor cinematic lighting methods done by our

cinematographers.

If the film industry is to develop, light designers have to improve on their procedures of lighting

films, directors of photography since they are in charge of the visuals of set have to sturdy and

master the art of using various lighting procedures because proper lighting techniques are essential

in creating stylized and natural-look film scenes that look much closer to real life as a digital

sensors. therefor we must over light or pack different light sources that serve different sources in

film sets that’s why cinematographers in Kampala have to learn basic lighting methods or lighting

techniques typically used in filmmaking in contrary to use of only ambience lighting technique.

Therefore this research will help to find out why televisions prefer foreign films than local films

and how it is related with cinematography.
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1.2 Background of the Study

Kampala is the capital city of Uganda and therefor a center of film makers and amongst these are

cinematographers also known as Directors of Photography ,these are people in charge of camera

and the lighting crew, cinematographer is responsible for creating the look , color, lighting, and for

framing every single shot in a film. In Kampala cinematographers sometimes act as camera

operators because of low budget films produced and few investments to cater for lighting, this also

Leeds to production of poor standard films (Wikipedia-cinematographer, 2017)

Most films produced in Kampala are low budget(Extra digest-Bbosa2021) which means that they

have limited lighting equipment to cater for cinematic lighting however there are innovative people

who make their own improvised lighting equipment while some cinematographers don’t mind

about lighting films and they don’t know the importance of using basic lighting techniques or

sometimes film makers just put light on sett and light everything without purpose and the end result

is very disappointing films.

Everyone can set a camera on tripod and hit record, but the artistry of cinematography comes in

controlling what the viewer sees or doesn’t see and how the image is presented on screen. film is a

visual medium, and the best shot films are ones where you can tell what is going on without

hearing any other dialogue but here in Uganda’s films, there is more use of dialogues to cover the

gap of poor lighting since the story can't stand on its own.

The research found it sensible to carry out this research so that some basic knowledge of

composition and scene construction, can help plan scenes using this visual language and learning

how different shots work together to form a clear, cohesive narrative and compose each shot in a

way that is visually pleasing for the perceiver. Understanding these simple rules shall help make

the films more thrilling and engaging in Uganda. No matter how good a story and camera is, what

sells the picture is proper lighting. There are no good pictures without good lighting, no matter how

good the newest camera are, Shooting under available light gives exposure (painting with light,

John Alton). The story could be the greatest in the world but if the lighting is poor, viewers will

assume it is amateurish and will not take it serious. Poor lighting makes films look fake, Create

lighting that supports emotional moment on the scene. Well-crafted lighting helps establish the

illusion of reality that is necessary for viewers to forget they are watching a screen and to get lost in
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the story. So, no matter how good a script, how good a director, how good the actor, the lighting

needs to be even better (lighting for cinematography a guide for film makers and film, by Bob

Rogers).

The lighting of films in Kampala at the larger extent does not meet the standards of the

broadcasters, many films have failed to be broadcasted on television because they are poorly lit yet

the government issued a broadcasting policy in 2013 which allows 70% of local content but it is a

pity that we as artist, have failed to provide quality films that meet the standards amongst the

reasons for this justification is poor lighting of films(dairy monitor, UCC advises broadcasters to

observe code of ethics in Uganda. Friday, 2014) Therefor without improvement on lighting films,

the film industry will face its demise.

1.2 Statement of the Problem

The mode of cinematic lighting in Uganda is poor and that gives a clear justification why films that

are produced do not meet the standards of broadcast and therefore cannot compete with foreign

films which are very well lit. Cinematographers must meet basic lighting procedures to improve on

the quality of films that are produced. Therefore, this sturdy seeks to assess the lighting methods

used in order to suggest appropriate ways of cinematographic lighting.

1.3 Objectives

1.3.1 General objective

To find out cinematic lighting methods used in Kampala

1.3.2 Specific objectives

 To find out whether cinematographers understand the importance of lighting.

 To find out the impact of the methods on output.

 To relate the experience and profession of designers to the quality of lighting.
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1.4 Research Questions

Main questions

 What cinematic lighting method that are used in Kampala?

Minor questions

 What is the impact of the lighting methods on output?

 What experience and profession of designers

 What should be improved in cinematic lighting?

1.5 Significance of the Study

The research shall help the cinematographers understand the importance of lighting films.

The research shall help to find out what methods of cinematic lighting that are used in Kampala.

The research shall identify the professional levels and experiences of light designers and how the

influence the output of films in Kampala.

The research shall help people identify the difference between good lighting methods and poor

lighting methods and how they influence film broadcast in Uganda.

1.6 Justification

Cinematic lighting in Uganda has a very long way to cover if it must improve, our local produced

films continue to fail in both local and international markets , they continue to be denied broadcast

by our local channels because they are poor quality and don not meet the standards of the

broadcasters, this has led to the increase of foreign films both on our local channels and in our

market, our art has become almost nothing because it is overwhelmed by the abundance of films

from Hollywood, Bollywood, Nollywood and other foreign materials(Turkish television series

gains traction in Uganda, challenging others, Hamza Kyeyune ,01.12.2021) No matter how good the

story is, how best a camera is, how best audio is, when lighting misses in film or when a movie is

poorly lit, all the rest becomes a wastage of time the best movie is that movie that you can be able

to know what is going on in the scene even when sound is muted. Therefore, cinematographers in

Uganda must sturdy and understand basic lighting methods if our movies must compete with

foreign movies both at local and international market as well as broadcast is concerned
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1.7 Scope of the study

1.7.1 Content scope

This study research examined the methods used by Kampala Cinematographers. This area was

chosen due to high numbers of film makers and films that have been produced in Kampala.

1.7.2 Geographical scope

The study was limited to the directors of photography, consumers, light designers, electricians,

Directors Actors and producers who are greatly attached to Film production in Kampala.

1.7.3 Time scope

This research looked at films produced between 2018-2021as the historical time.

To accomplish this research study, the research spent seven month period including the time of

proposal writing, approval to report submission.
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2.0 CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction to the review of literature
The chapter reveals and discerns the existing literature on cinematic lighting. The researcher

determined what other scholars have done before in order to add to the existing literature than

reproduction hence the justification for literature review (Creswell, 2003). The researcher reviewed

published books, newspapers, magazines and internet websites to get secondary data but he also

interviewed different film makers to get primary data from the horse’s mouth. Special interest in

this literature is tagged to the objectives which include the following.

1. Cinematic lighting methods used by cinematographers in Kampala.
Independent filmmaking (do it yourself) can experiment and play with a variety of lighting setups

in order to achieve light in film (Nabwana Isaac Godfrey2021 November). If i do not have access to

professional lighting equipment, then invest in a few items to improvise by making my own light

by Purchasing expensive lamp lights, LED lights, or tripod-mounted work lights from a hardware

or shop around Kampala.

I can buy some basic heat-resistant color filters, such as blue gels help shift the yellow tint of a

halogen bulb to white, and soft filters to reduce harshness, since I make my own lighting

equipment there for I know how to apply them when shooting, as long as the whole place is

illuminated , then am good to shoot. What I want is my customer to see what is taking place in my

films’ Nabwana said.

Mathew Nabwiso film producer, writer, actor and singer at Mengo magistrate court, during the

shooting of Sanyu Television series used three point lighting as the researcher observed different

methods of lighting a subject .he used three point lighting method as foundation on which to work

from and not necessarily a rule.as a directors of photography, he looked at it as a guide to

beginning to design his own lighting that most fulfills the need of the scene and own personal

creative design that gives it a reason why Sanyu series on pearl magic are the most online streamed

television series because of the lighting that Nabwiso gave it.
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Candles stage Lighting method (Stanley Mc 2011) that states each acting area in a scene should be

lit by three light .one 45 degrees to the right of the subject, one 45 degrees on the left, and one 45

degrees behind the actors no matter which side of the theatre they are sitting in. each light

illuminates the face of the actors from each side and puts light into the shadow area caused by its

complement. The light directly behind provides a backlight rim that separates the actor from the

background the same applies to film.

In three point lighting theory, (Lighting for cinematography, David Landau) the backlight is

positioned behind the subject opposite the camera ,to provide a rim of light on the subject that

separates the subject from the background .thus providing depth and three dimensionality to the

shot.to keep it out of the shot, this light is also, in common theory, elevated high enough to point

down at a 45 degrees angle (motion picture and video lighting, second edition by Blain brown)from

this angle the backlight can wash the shoulders, hair and top of the head , effectively rimming the

person from mid back up .the farther back the backlight is placed the more of the entire torso of the

subject can be moved farther back and flooded out or a second backlight can be hung

In film we are not confined by the limits of a theatre or a Television studio with a live audience.

We can put the lights anywhere we want so long as it is out of the shot. (Writing with light: the

muses by Vittorio Storaro) They can come from any angle and any height so long as the light

seems motivated or looks right to the eye .and often we don't even use three lights ,but we still use

the basic concepts of key, fill and back.
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A diagram of Three point Lighting

KEY LIGHT

The key light is your brightest light and your motivated light source in the scene, but not always 45

degrees to one side nor 45 degrees up in the air .in fact, isn’t it usually .if you are doing a scene in a

room with a large window. Then your key light would be positioned to aim at your subject from the

same side and relative heights as the top of your window. (Lighting for cinematography by David

Landau) The fact that the window is behind is behind the actor and couldn't possibly send light on

this angle into the actors face something viewers never notice. In fact viewers have been

programmed after years of watching movies not only accept but accept this
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Key and fill light in practice

FILL LIGHT
The fill Light is almost always a soft light, either a soft light unit, a hard light with diffusion gel

over it ,or a hard light bounced into a white card or other reflecting surface .we can even aim an

open faced light into a nearby white wall and get a very nice soft ,wide fill Light or we can bounce

a light into the ceiling if the ceiling is low enough and white .this will produce a soft ambience that

will fill in the darkened hooks and crannies .the fill light is most often not positioned at the same

height as the key .
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Bounce card aimed correctly (fill light)

DIFFUSED KEY LIGHT
Another common practice is to virtually never light a person's face without some kind of diffusion

on the light .skin and the human face look better in soft light .soft light can and are often used as

key lights.

BACKLIGHT
The backlight, in practice is most often not directly opposite the camera rather it is slightly off to

one side this providing a little bit of a blind of lighting off the subject check bone as well as serving

to separate the subject from the background.
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Bounce card aimed incorrectly

When you move the camera to change the camera angle, you have to move the lights. The lighting

needs to maintain the basic direction the key light is coming from, in relationship to the subject and

the set, and the contrast between key and fill on the face.

THE THREE PLANES OF LIGHTING
Whenever the action takes place where the actors stand, sit, talk, fight that is the main area you

have to light. but as we discuss above ,that is not the only thing seen in the shot .there are basically

three planes of lighting, and for the result and creative flexibility, each should be lit

separately .Those three planes of lighting are as follows

 Acting area where your subject is, where your actors talk, sit and do things

 Background the area behind the actors that is seen in the shot

 Foreground the area between the camera lens and the acting area.
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The photo above is a church scene lit using three planes of lighting.

Using do it yourself method can help amateur film makers who doesn't have enough capital to

invest in film production. however it should be noted that the most basic lighting setup is a three-

point lighting setup, which highlights the main subject of a scene and makes them stand out from

their background by placing your main and strongest source of light called a key light, off to one

side of the actor to create a slight shadow on the opposite side of their face,

2. The impact of cinematic lighting methods on output.
Even with a great script and exceptional actors, poor set lighting could end up ruining everything.

(Quentin Talentino, the Tonight Show, Jimmy Fallon) The production crew is responsible for

bringing the story to life. Besides the actors, costumes, and scenery, film lighting is another

important element in bringing the story to life. Film lighting can change the feel of a production. It

ensures visibility because the action that takes place in a scene can only make sense if a viewer can
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see what is happening. The major role of lighting is to ensure that there is visibility and the viewer

can see the actors and what they are doing. Lighting is very vital in setting the mood. In most

instances lighting is used to set the mood and tone for inter scenes for example natural lighting is

used to give the scene a sense of normalcy, dark lighting is often used for somber and unsettling

scenes whilst bright lighting portrays positivity and on the other hand a multitude of lights or

flashing lights can be used for high energy scenes. Lighting portrays emotions and can be used to

make the audience feel the emotions in film for instance blue lighting can be used for sad scenes.

Francis Reid says that lighting direct the audience’s attention to an aspect of the performance you

want them to pay attention to. That way they will be able to see the performance from your

perspective, the way you want them to. Lighting can be used to highlight a piece of artwork or an

architectural feature hence offering emphasis whenever necessary. He also adds that lighting

especially in a tragic enhances the sound experience, he believes that the viewer’s sound

experience can be greatly enhanced by the right use of lighting effects as it will ensure that the

viewer’s enjoys a captivating picture. On the other hand lighting establishes the setting of the

movie as the viewer is able to tell the setting of the movie. It is through the lighting that they will

be able to tell whether the movie takes place for example the environment, the time of the year, and

the time of the day. Lighting can as well help to establish the period in which the movie was about.

For example, dim lighting can be used to indicate the Stone Age when there was minimal man-

made lighting. Lighting helps in portraying the elements in the play and this is so whereby good

lighting setup can be used for effects such as rain, and storm among others and improve their

believability. For example, thunderstorm scenes can have flashing lights. In Kampala few film

makers understand these points because of their professionalism most of them are film lovers who

got passion about making movies and without any research or limited research started shooting

films with their phones and small cameras without focusing on the use of light hence by leaving out

such aspects which are mentioned above they end up producing half-baked films which are

amateurish and later these film makers force libraries to display their movies by force because they

feel they should make money out of them Therefore lighting is indeed an important element in

movies which should be ignored in production.

In contrary to Talentino’s experience in Kampala the film output is bad because of poor lighting

methods that are used during film production ,as Talentino says good lighting is very instrumental

in the process of film production without light nothing can be seen on the screen , in Kampala film
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makers tend to invest a lot of time in sound, script and the story and pay less attention to something

which is key (lighting) hence films end up looking amateurish and bad that they cannot compete

with films from Hollywood, Bollywood and other foreign contents

3. Relationship of profession and experience of light designers and cinematographers in
Kampala.
A Profession is a paid occupation, especially one that involves prolonged training and a formal

qualification (oxford dictionary profession) while experience is a practical contact with and

observation of facts or events (oxford dictionary, experience).one may always have a simultaneous

question in his or her mind about why our films never improve or why do they take forever to

develop? The answer is about the relationship between the professionalism and experiences of

lighting crew members in Kampala headed by director of photography.

Sharif Kisambira a former Makerere university student at the department of performing arts was

found at Sanyu series film set and said this about the professionalism and experience, Few

members of the lighting crew have got certificates in cinematography from film training institution

and few have also got certificates from related areas in film but not cinematography but with daily

involvement in lighting film set they have achieved the experience of film lighting however most

of lighting crew have never attended any film school or attained any education about

cinematography but have worked on film sets for a long period of time which means they have

experience but they are not professionals.

He father said that the regulating authorities like Uganda Communication Commission and film

associations have not done enough to check on levels of professions of film makers and this have

led to production of poor standards of films , experience is not enough but the academic brains are

very key in execution of cinematic lighting .those with experience which are not professionals must

go back to schools that teach film making and sturdy courses of their interest if the film industry

must develop we need more professionals than experience because experience is achieved overtime

Sharif said.

What should be improved in cinematic lighting?

Cinematography stakes are very high as a single frame must maximize all of its elements to convey

a feeling and tell a story (premium beat, shutter stock, June 28, 2017) color grading should be

improved, cinematographers in Kampala must know how an image is going to color in post and
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how to shoot intentionally to prepare for those results, cinematographers should practice story

boarding(cinematography theory and practice, Blain brown 2016) everything in a scene should be

storyboarded in the entire film often by hand , cinematographers should improve on lighting

equipment used by investing reasonable money in purchasing professional equipment.
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3.0 CHAPTER THREE:
RESEARCHMETHODS

3.1 Introduction
Methodology is described as the application of various methods, techniques and principles in

order to create scientifically based knowledge by means of objective methods and procedures

within a particular discipline. Therefore, methodology is the general research strategy that

outlines the way in which research was undertaken and, among other things, identifies the

methods that was used in it. Hence the chapter describes the research design and further

attempts to describe the population of this study, the data collection tools that were used in the

course of the research and data collection instruments that were used in the process of data

collection and techniques to maintain the validity and reliability of the research instruments.

3.2 Research strategy
This study was conducted using a qualitative research paradigm. In this approach, the

researcher made knowledge claims based primarily on constructivist perspectives or advocacy

perspectives. The researcher was concerned with collecting and analyzing information in as

many forms, chiefly nonnumeric, as possible this helped the researcher to process data into a

sensible information because qualitative data is self-explanatory in a way that respondents which

included film producers, light designers, television broadcasters, directors of photography and

film consumers provided their views about cinematic lighting methods through interviews and

questionnaires. The researcher analyzed their thoughts and views to get sensible information that

could answer the objectives and questions.

3.2 The case study research design
This study was conducted using a single case study design because the researcher had no interest

of generalizing one’s findings beyond their relevance to cinematic lighting. The researcher

investigated cinematic lighting within its real-life context. The researcher focused on an in-depth

investigation of a directors of photography, groups of light designers and film directors to explore

the cinematic lighting methods used in Kampala, this was done during the shooting of Kyadala

mini-series from October 2021 to December 2021 and Sanyu television series which were shoot

around Kampala in October in Kansanga and Mengo respectively.
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A case study was done on films in Kampala from 2018 and 2021 and it focused on methods used

to light particular films that is kony: order from above released in 2017 by Ayemy Steven, 27

guns released in September 8, 2018 by Isaiah productions, the forbidden released in February 2018,

94 terror also released in 2010, Sanyu television series in 2020 and kyadala miniseries.

3.3 Scope of this study
The scope of this study is divided into two major elements; these include: Geographical scope and

time scope.

3.3.1 Geographical Scope
This study was conducted on film shot in Kampala sets like shooting of Sanyu at Mengo court

by Mathew Nabwiso around October 2021 and Kyaddala a mini-series directed by Osama

Mukwaya in November 2021and other film sets.

3.3.2 Time Scope
This study was conducted from June 2021 to February 2022. The activities that were conducted

over this time are shown in the Gantt chart in Appendix A. and the time was identified in two

ways that is the historical time and the time that was taken by a researcher to do the researcher.

3.4 Area of study
The study was conducted at film production houses in Kampala and on film shooting setts for

example at international university of east Africa where Kyadala mini-series were shot in

Kansanga Makindye east division Kampala.

3.5 Study Population
The researcher examined cinematic lighting methods used by light designers and director of

photography in Sanyu series that were shoot at Mengo magistrate courts, he observed the court

scene that was directed by Mathew Nabwiso. Ambience lighting was the only lighting method

used while outdoor scenes both sunlight and ambiance lighting were used. The researcher father

more examined light designers, directors, light technicians and film consumers as part of his

sturdy population

3.6 Sampling
In this design purposively sampling was done amongst film directors, directors of photography
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(Freedman et al., 2007). light designers and film consumers this was intended to get well trusted

information from the respondents about cinematic lighting methods used in Kampala basing on

their knowledge ,relationship and expertise regarding a research a research cinematic lighting

methods, in this case sturdy the sample members who were selected had a special relationship

with the cinematography , sufficient and relevant work experience in the field of film making,

active involvement I film production initiatives and partnerships, the participants of this study

were directors of photography from four famous film making groups operating both generally in

Kampala.

3.7 Sample size
About five categories of respondents from five film cinematographic groups were picked

purposively by the researcher; those were film consumers, film directors, and directors of

photography, television personalities and lighting technicians as well as film critics like Andrew

Mayiga a known performing arts journalist.

3.8 Sampling method

The researcher employed purposive sampling method. The respondents were purposively selected

for empirical data collection because the researcher believed that they have reliable information

on cinematic lighting. This was also dependent on how long they have worked in film production

However, it should be noted that in the selection of literature, the sources were selected on the basis

of their perceived relevance to this study.

3.9 Description of Data Collection Methods and tools

This involved methods that were used to collect data, the tools that were used and the study

considered the use of both secondary data and primary data. Secondary data was collected through

the use of a literature survey. Under this method both published and non-peer reviewed materials

such as books, reports, journals and internet resources were used. Whereas Primary data was

collected through observation of key things that determine good lighting for example intensity,

color grading, white balancing, adjusting color temperate, diffusing light and bouncing lighting.

Also questionnaires, interview guides and in-depth interviews were also used to get information
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about the experience and level of professionalism that light designers in Kampala have.

3.9.1 Observations
Observations are carried out in order to provide evidence of the “here and now” the researcher

intended to observe the gender, professionalism, age, education level, experience of the

respondents. There were three women and eight men that were doing cinematic lighting.

Amongst these twelve people one female have attained master’s degree in film documentary and

another male had a diploma in script writing, the rest have not attended any school with

performing arts however they are all experienced in cinematography because they have done

cinematography for more than ten years. And most of the respondents were between the ages 25-

50. There were standard lighting equipment’s like incandescent lights and reflectors and very expensive

cameras on set film sets but unfortunately they were managed by unprofessional light designers and

technicians who were experienced in poor lighting methods because they did not understand the

importance of lighting particular scenes and what motivates them to light the way they light. This type

of lighting did not support the genre of this mini-series and I wondered whether it is a family drama

high school or investigative crime drama.

By observing lighting methods in different shooting sets, the researcher to move beyond perception

based data and accessed personal knowledge. Some things were not talked about in interviews however

the researcher was able to observe the lighting methods that were poor and what makes them so, for

example un professionalism, lack of modeling lighting, lack of color grading, lack of white balance,

lack of diffusing light, absence of three point lighting and use of poor lighting equipment’s.

Therefore, observation enabled the researcher to carry out active observation to employ vision of

the lighting devices on set and other equipment’s used in film production, the researcher observed

the whether there was good lighting on setts through looking at the presence of fill lights, key

lights light balancing, how they used shadows and the purpose of the light on set.

This method is of the researcher’s interest because it provides the advantage of eliminating bias

that may not be presented by the respondents particularly through other methods such as

interviews.

3.9.2 Interviews
The researcher used Interviews because they were appropriate since the research was to gain

individual views, beliefs and feelings about cinematic lighting methods used in Uganda. The
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researcher collected data in face-to-face settings, using an oral question-and-answer format which

employed the same questions in a systematic and structured way for all respondents, when using

this method; the researcher established a rapport with respondents and asked a series of

questions about cinematography and cinematic lighting. The interview guide intended at looking

for information about cinematic lighting methods used in Kampala about twelve respondents were

interviewed

Therefore, using this method, the researcher was able to obtain information about the experience

and professional levels of lighting designers in Uganda, lighting methods used cinematographers

and the relationship between the lighting methods and the final output of films in Kampala.

3.9.3 Questionnaire
The researcher designed specific open ended questions in a well format way about lighting

methods used in Kampala, this was intended for respondents to given out open answers about

every question asked, twenty questionnaires were distributed amongst five groups of people

namely directors of photography, lighting designers, film directors, film critics, film consumers

and media personalities and eighteen were answered only two got misplaced but eighteen were

also enough to make the data valid because they account 95% of the response . 10 people agreed

that the methods of cinematic lighting are poor and explained why in their different views, 6

people strongly agreed while two people disagreed that the methods of lighting are not poor it is

just because we lack finances and proper budgeting for films.

3.10 Data collection tools
The researcher selected dependable and flexible tools that provided opportunity for considering

different aspects of the problem. The data collection instruments in this study comprised of

interview guide, questionnaires and observation guide and they are explained as below:

3.10.1 Interview Guide
A researcher listed questions, topics and issues to cover while collecting data. This was a case

study of Kampala; it was deliberately constructed to collect in-depth data from the interviewees

devoid of any biases. This guide was therefore recommended to contain open-ended questions and

was semi-structured in nature.

The interview guide intended at looking for information about cinematic lighting methods used in

Kampala about twelve respondents were interviewed and the interview guide was divided into two
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parts. That is part one and two.

Part one covered bio data of respondents that is the general information specific on gender, age,

education levels, professional levels, and the level of experience.

It was found out in the interviews that one respondent had masters in film documentary and was a

female aged 48 years, and one male aged 31 years had a diploma in screenwriting while others had

not qualifications from areas related with performing arts however they have degrees and

diplomas in other areas. This gives it a ratio of 2:10 which means that cinematographers in

Kampala are not qualified for cinematography.

However female cinematographers are fewer than men in a ratio of 3:9, they are more

professional and qualified than men. Following this fact cinematic lighting methods are bad

because of unprofessionalism from cinematographers.

Part 2, specific in the sturdy

The researcher used Interviews because they were appropriate since the research was to gain

individual views, beliefs and feelings about cinematic lighting methods used in Uganda. The

researcher collected data in face-to-face settings, using an oral question-and-answer format which

employed the same questions in a systematic and structured way for all respondents.

3.10.11 Observation Guide
The researcher intended to observe the nature of lighting like color grading, intensity, angles and

lighting equipment and gender of cinematographers, he looked at professionalism and experience

of light designers in connection with the objectives to find out what cinematic lighting methods

that are used in Kampala, to find out how the methods affects the output, to find out the

professional levels and experiences of light designers.

Results from this instrument were of much help to the researcher to complement results from the

interview method and document analysis. The researcher observed whether elements that make

good film lighting were present on film set, there were four film sets observed in Kampala and

amongst these one had basic lighting methods for example they used three point lighting method

and the other three film sets ambience lighting was used. That means that there is the use of poor

lighting methods that fail our films to meet broadcasting standards.
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3.12 Data quality control
The quality of research reports depends to a large degree on the quality of the data used to compile

the said report. These are measures that the researcher considered to ensure that the data collected

was accurate and relevant for solving poor lighting methods. Quality was therefore ensured by two

elements and these are reliability and validity of the data.

3.12.1 Validity
Validity of the instruments was established using both construct and content validity test.

Validity was ensured by triangulation where the researcher used various methods to collect data

like observation, interviews and document analysis. More so, the university research supervisor

checked the data collection instruments before going to the field. Validity determines whether

the research truly measured cinematic lighting methods used in Uganda. This research had a high

validity because it produced results that correspond to real properties.

3.12.2 Reliability
Reliability is the extent to which results are consistent over time and an accurate representation of

the total population under study and if the results of a study can be reproduced under a similar

methodology, then the research instrument is considered to be reliable. Pre testing was conducted

and necessary adjustments done on the data collection instruments. Pretesting enabled the

researcher to refine the data collection tools that were used in the collection of the data and the

procedures to be followed. Results realized were discussed with the supervisor to ensure content

reliability.

The information got from respondents was reviewed to determine the degree of which research

method produced stable and consistent results questionnaires, interviews and observation methods

provided the same information about cinematic lighting in Kampala. For example the researcher

used parallel forms reliability to relate to the measure that was obtained by conducting assessment

of cinematic lighting methods used in Uganda with the participation of the same sample group of

light designers via more than one assessment method. For example cinematic lighting methods

used by cinematographers in Kampala was assessed with questionnaires, in depth interviews and

the results were compared as it was found out that cinematographers use ambience lighting method.
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3.13 Data analysis and presentation
The data, after collection, was processed and analyzed in accordance with the outline laid down

for the purpose at the time of developing the research Data analysis involved a number of closely

related operations which are performed with the purpose of summarizing the collected data and

organizing it in such a manner that they answer the research questions.

Collected data for this study was processed to make it amenable to analysis. Data processing

consisted of editing, coding, entry and checking the accuracy. The purpose of editing was to

identify and eliminate errors made by respondents, and to ensure that data was accurate,

consistent, complete and uniformly entered into the computer system. The data collected was

categorized and entered in the computer that is Microsoft Word and was tabulated accordingly. In

attempting to analyze the data the researcher used both inferential and descriptive analysis

important for making research judgments on the data collected for meaningful conclusions and

recommendations.

3.14 Research Procedure

This included the steps the researcher followed when carrying out research. The researcher was

asked to formulate a research topic of interest and upon approval. Writing the research proposal

commenced. After the research proposal approval thereafter the researcher went into the field to

gather information for the better data collection the researcher was casted in both Kyadala

television series where he took a role of a character known as Kenneth Kalema and he was also

casted in Sanyu series as an extra in a court scene. This gave him chance to meet very many

cinematographers and to observe a lot of things within the course of these series production.

3.15 Ethical considerations

Mugenda and Mugenda (2003) defined ethics as the branch of philosophy which deals with one’s

conduct and serves as a guide to one’s behavior. It defines what is or is not legitimate to do, or

what moral research procedure involves (Neuman, 2006). One reason for being completely ethical

is that there are laws which prohibit unethical behavior and researchers could be faced with

extremely humiliating situations if such laws are ignored (Mugenda and Mugenda 2003; Neuman
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2006).

Therefore, before, during and after conducting a study, a researcher had opportunities to and,

reflected on research actions and consulted her conscience. At most confidentiality and privacy of

information obtained from the respondents was upheld where by the researcher did not include

any names of respondents in the documentation and also personal information shall be strictly kept

between the researcher and the respondents. Objectivity was incorporated into the research

whereby the researcher did not for example get emotionally involved with the respondents. This

was done to obtain in-depth information from respondents and to reduce bias in reporting.

Some of the ethical issues related to both researcher and the research subjects included scientific

misconduct which includes plagiarism and research fraud, misusing privileges, for example using

collected data to stigmatize some body, maintaining confidentiality and privacy and ensuring

anonymity of respondents. Other included confirming voluntary and informed consent of the

participants. Ethical issues were addressed in conducting this study.

3.16 Conclusion

This chapter therefore indicates the methodology that was used in the study and it is consistent

with the research guidelines. It has also explained processes of gathering, analyzing and

interpretation of data, population of this study, data collection tools and data collection instruments

that were used in the process of data collection and maintaining the validity and reliability of the

research instruments.
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4.0 CHAPTER FOUR

PRESENTATION, ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS

4.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the empirical findings of the study and provides an interpretation of the

research findings as presented. Data was collected using face to face interviews, observation and

document analysis in relation to the study objectives. Data interpretation is the process by which

a researcher adds his/her own meaning to the collected and analyzed data, and compares that

meaning with the views of others (Blaxter, Hughes and Tight 2006; Kalof, Dan and Dietz 2008).

Confirmatory results can be extremely useful in advancing general understanding (Blaxter, Hughes

and Tight 2006). According to Leedy and Omrod (2005) interpreting data means: relating the

findings to the original research problem and to the specific research questions; relating the

findings to pre-existing literature, concepts, theories and research studies; determining whether the

findings have partial significance as well as statistical significance; and identifying the limitations

of the study. Polit and Beck (2004) stated that the interpretation of the findings must take into

account all available evidence about the study’s reliability and validity. The purpose of the study

was to assess the methods of cinematic lighting used by cinematographers in Kampala.

4.2 Response rate

The researcher sent questionnaires to four groups with five people within and interviewed members

of the same groups; he observed film lighting methods of four groups on set in Kampala with the

intension to see the lighting methods that are used and the purpose of those methods and how they

affect the output. That gives it a total of four times five people per group which equals to twenty

respondents. Out of 20 respondents only 18 responded through interviews, and questionnaires that

is 98% of people who responded. in which these included light designers, directors of photography,

lighting technicians.

The researcher sorted data from interviews, questionnaires and observations into meaningful

information and put it in order to make it easier to understand, analyze or visualize information

about cinematic lighting methods from different respondents was sorted by grouping people with

the same ideas about cinematography by selective sorting the researcher discovered that
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cinematographers in Kampala lack qualifications but have gained experience over last ten years of

practice. Sorting female and male cinematographers helped the researcher to find out that men are

more than females in a ratio of 3:9 however females are more professional than males.

Coding was also used by the researcher to get responses that had the same meaning from

interviews, the researcher looked at small units of texts that conveyed the same meaning , these

were phrases, words and paragraphs . After gathering data through questionnaires and interviews,

the researcher deductive coding through using a codebook which he had developed before even

data collection started and the codebook changed as he coded on, new codes would be added in and

categories organized and in the end it reflected the structure of the data.

For example coding cinematic lighting methods used in Kampala, the researcher selected a text and

gave it a code name for example ambience lighting was more coded in different interviews because

a researcher would code it with the same name whenever he came about it in the text. Therefor here

a researcher coded “ambience lighting” depending on the research question that was handled.

The researcher also used line by line coding by looking at the data with a close eye and coded

everything that made sense as far as a research question is concerned. While coding it was

discovered that ambience lighting is used so much in lighting films and few use three point lighting

methods, it was discovered that cinematographers in Kampala range from ages between 25-50 and

females are fewer than male but more professional than their male counterparts, it was found out

that about two respondents are professionals in cinematography while 16 people are not

professionals, it was found out that almost 20 people are experienced in cinematography but due to

lack of professionalism they continue to produce poor quality films because of poor lighting

methods that they are experienced in.

What makes good film lighting?

Cinematography comprises all on screen visual elements, including lighting, framing, composition,

camera motion, camera angles, film selection, lens choices, depth of the field, zoom, focus, color,

exposure, and filtration (https://www.Britannica.com/topic/cinematography)

The researcher was able to identify elements that makes a good lighting on set and by interviews

and understood that the elements below are key therefor it was justified that them being considered

of set good lighting would be achieved and where they missed , poor lighting was seen
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Intensity

It’s the brightness of the light;

It was observed that cinematographers in Uganda don’t understand the use of light by measuring its

intensity they just light films without purpose and ignore the motivation behind it, low light is used

to put emphasis on memorable moments like love or emotional moments while high light is used to

show harsh and misery moments in a film.

In film and video we measure the light illuminating the subject by foot candles .one foot candles is

the amount of light cast on a subject from a single candle one foot away. Technically one foot

candles are equally to one lumen per square foot. The important thing to remember is that for the

purposes the brightness of the light in a scene is measured in foot candles .and that measurement is

what establishes the exposure setting on camera, which is set in f-spots we use a light meter to read

the foot candles on a subject.

Angle

The angle is the direction from which the light strikes the subject place the lighting unit almost

anywhere and aims it at the subject. The position of the light .it's height and where it is placed 360

degrees around the subject determine the angle of the light hitting the subject. When the light

comes from the side, it reveals the texture of the subject, and it provides moldering as our brain

perceives dimensionality by shadow. The angle of the light provides the angle of the

shadow .shadows are dramatic in general, the more shadow the more dramatic look, the fewer the

shadow, the less dramatic the look. If the light strikes subject on, they appear washed out, their

dimensionality becomes diminished, and the image looks flat, also if the shadow falls directly

behind the subject the shadow will become a black rim that can make the subject look wider, larger

than he or she. If you take a close observation in Ugandan films you will not see any shadow in the

movies according to the above statements it means that there is no drama in Ugandan movies

because there is almost no shadowing, because cinematographers don’t understand angles in film

lighting and the purpose of placing a light source in certain angle there for films that had irrelevant

angles without any purpose the lighting was poor for example Kyaddala television series.

When Ugandan cinematographers are shooting in a location, they forget that light will

probably be hitting the subject emanating from things other than the lights. They don’t turn off
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whatever is producing that light, or block it somehow, or control it to their advantage. Since every

light throws a shadow up, down and across the subject and the shot depending on where the light

source is positioned in relationship to the subject at the end the drama is lost in this confusion, this

means that we still need professional cinematographers for our films not YouTube graduates.

Texture

Light has texture .light from the sun and light from a point source has a hard texture.in other words,

it throws harsh shadows on whatever it hits the harder the light the further it travels before caulking

off .Hard lights are used in theatre all the time, since the lights are routinely hung 25 to 50 feet

away from the stage.

Colour

Colors are very instrumental in cinematic lighting, a cinematographer who doesn’t understand

colors and coloring should not try lighting films because light colors reflect differently on costumes

and make ups , in Sanyu series there were a very good use of colors for example there were fairy

use of white and gold color which were not hash to actors costumes and make up but if you look at

other Ugandan films with a bar scene you can think it is a rainbow in the bar because of mixture of

irrelevant colors that makes such scenes lack any entertainment.

The three primary colors of light are red, blue, and green .all other colors can be made from a

mixture of these three when these three colors of light are mixed equally, they will render a full

spectrum white light

Full spectrum basically means all the colors are red, blue and yellow .these are subtractive

primaries. And they are in actuality magenta, cyan, and yellow these are the colors used in printing

and painting.

They are subtractive because each of these pigments subtract light wavelength in order to reflect

their blue. When equally mixed. They subtract all wavelength of light at all .red ,blue and green

lights are addictive colors because when they mix ,they wavelengths of light rather than subtract

them and produce white .colors relates how color reflects on costumes and set pieces
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Lighting methods used by cinematographers in Uganda.

There is massive use of ambience lighting because it is cheap and affordable for cinematographers

in Kampala and the rest light films through improvisation they make their own lighting equipment

and use them to light films although this type of lighting produces poor standards of films but at list

they help to light low budget films that means it is not too late to improve on our film production

so that our local televisions can broadcast our local films since the standards will be improved

Sherif kisambira a Makerere university graduate in an interview explained that in Uganda there is

no genuine method of lighting that is followed when lighting films, he said as long as you have the

camera you can place the lights where you want as long as you can still achieve what the director

wants. He farther explained that most films in Uganda are very low budget films which cannot

afford to buy professional lighting equipment’s or rent them however they wait until the day is

clear to shoot using natural sunlight which is the sun that explains why most Ugandan films

exclude night scenes.

While Nabwana said that most cinematographers in Uganda don’t take time to do the research

about cinematic lighting they are still with methods that they used anciently when the world is

moving very first in technology new things are coming up however he explained that he lights

films according to the budget and h can’t write a story that will need a Hollywood kind of

illumination when he knows he can’t afford he rather writes what he cat light but like Kisambira he

has no lighting method that he follows as long as his lights are on the object the rest is left for the

editor to suffer with .

Brian Tibangana a Makerere finalist at the department of performing arts explained that we can’t

keep on giving excuses that we make low budget films that’s why our films are of poor standards

however the main reason is that cinematographers are not professional but have passion in

cinematography, he explained that they don’t make research by now they would have made

improvised lighting equipment’s out of boxes and incandescent lights , if we are to improve on the

quality of our films, we must address poor lighting by using modern methods of lighting for

example the three point lighting methods.

Impact of lighting methods on the film output

Poor lighting methods that are done by Ugandan cinematographers that is depending on only

natural sunlight to shoot the movie, not clearly understanding lighting angles and use of shadows,
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ignoring modern methods like three point lighting, not minding about the intensity, not

understanding the importance of lighting, has led to continuous production of poor films that can’t

compete with foreign films which are very well lit , there for we cannot use one method of lighting

over and over and we aspect to have different results we must introduce new lighting methods so

that our films can be broadcasted on television instead of broadcasting Indian movies.

Levels of cinematographer’s professionalism and experience

Cinematography in Kampala is done due to passion and love of some individuals to make

films ,people who are professionals in other areas does cinematography and film making in general

to earn a living or for the love of making films not as their professions only those who are

persistent and hardworking make experience out of it while others drop out of the production

during the initial stages by either attending to other callings or facing challenges since it is not their

professional in the first place .Loukman Ali is a filmmaker in Kampala who is a graphic designer

by profession but due to his love for film making he purchased a red camera in his own opinion

says ," I own a camera which by today's standards makes me a filmmaker " according to his

opinion the type of the camera he owns makes him a filmmaker .

Loukman further more explains that our movie industry lacks professionalism and that's why it's

very difficult to achieve the best film elements. For that matter he does most stages of production

by himself because he has limited capital to pay workers on set sometimes he involves friends who

are professionals in some areas of production, such friends are people that also needs his help in

sketching, graphic designing ,editing, directing and set designing .he has worked with people like

Adinan Senkumba the owner of Omuti creative in Kajansi and the professional sound engineer in

Uganda .Loukman explains that light is very significant in set designing and Scenery, it's the thing

he mostly thinks about most before even planning for shots ,he has understood how to coordinate

light to serve specific duties in film through his research on YouTube and experiences by

practicing lighting films over a few years. Loukman Ali has produced films like sixteen rounds, the

girl with a yellow jumper, the blind date a crime action drama about one man that hits a jackpot

with a con by decides to stay around for more than just his root. And it's evident how much he

executes lighting in his films. Ali executed lighting by use of blue in mixture with gold colored

spotlights in the warehouse where Martha k the actress in the same movie was kidnaped from .in

some scenes which were indoors lights from candles house bulbs were more used too to add on the
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scenery.

The gaffer is head lighting technician and is in charge of all the light and supplying all electricity to

the set .but it is the Director of photography sometimes called a Cinematographer or lighting

camera man who can also takes this responsibility professionally in Uganda we have very few

gaffers however there are people who have done this great work out of will and gained experience

with time but lack professionalism.

Director of photography

He is the head of lighting crew and looks to the director to get an understanding of the mood and

atmosphere the director owns the overall film and each scene. The Director of photography reads

and rereads the script as often as necessary to get the complete understanding of the intention and

emotional moments within each scene as they determine the design of the lighting .the lighting is

there to help the story, to help support each scenes emotional content .it is from the script and the

directors interpretation, that the lighting colors palette employed in each set up we have some few

professional directors of photography for example in Kyadala there was Nabwiso.

Best boy

In Uganda most best boys are volunteers without even experience as long as anybody can do as

explained by the person in charge

The second electrician that worry under the gaffer is the best boy .he works with the gaffer to set

up all the lights and run the electricity cords .but mainly the best boy is in charge of the electricity.

Electrics

The rest of the lighting crew is film electricians, widely referred to as electrics. These are not

planned for in Ugandan films because of the budget

Butterflies, flags and nets with grip stand to block and cut lights. Directors of photography will as

gaffers to work with grips.

The Researcher found out that Ugandan cinematographers are not well experienced and they
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depend on YouTube to see how lighting is done in European countries and they copy what they see

into practice in which they use their own made equipment’s to which don't match with what they

saw on YouTube and the end result is crap and amateurish films .lighting technicians, Directors of

photography and light designers work out of passion not profession the Researcher found out that

most of them didn't bother to even get a certificate in light designing or cinematography however

they operate on their own personal Research from internet however it should be noted that

professional light designers are there but are not given opportunity to operate due to fear that

unprofessional will lose their self-made jobs so I'm conclusion those with knowledge about lighting

for film are excluded but those that have passion for lighting film but lack knowledge for

cinematography hence the problem of poor lit films remains in place.

Do cinematographers in Kampala understand the use of lighting films?

Loukman Ali said, “We don't light films for formality we light films for the importance that it

serves in beautifying a scene, and without light how could these movies be? It would be analogical

to just shoot movies without good lighting equipment, I love good lighting equipment’s not just

amateurish lights or improvised lights that are locally made trust me they won’t make it come out

in terms of intensity like those professional lights .that's why if I lack lighting equipment’s I don't

shoot because it would be a wastage of time and script as well.

Kizito Samuel a film director also added that that without lights in a movie we would see nothing,

lights help us to see first, so if you want people to see your movie put a good lighting in it so that

they will be able to see every object and actor or actress in your movie .you can mess out with

anything else in a movie but not lights.

The Researcher found out that light is very instrumental in film production due to several

importance both to the cast and viewers several viewers were interviewed and it was discovered

that light helps the viewers to see every object and subject in the film without light nobody would

be able to see what going on in film ,even with good sound or a good story without light films will

remain meaningless because we watch films to see actions and reactions the rest becomes

additional .lights help actors to developed the mood on set ,light beautiful scenery on set ,light

makes editing films easier ,light directs the eyes of viewers to actors on screen or actions ,light

portrays realism in films . Cinematographers understand the importance of lighting films only that

they use poor methods because of low capital to invest in a film and lack of professionalism.
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5.0 CHARTER FIVE

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 Introduction
This chapter provides conclusions and recommendations based on the findings of the study.

It presents a summary, conclusion, and recommendations of major findings of the empirical

study based on the research made about methods of lighting used by Kampala

cinematographers. The researcher intended to concentrate on cinematic lighting methods

used in Uganda in which the researcher did a case study in Kampala. Cinematography is the

art of photography and camerawork in film making while methods are procedures in which a

certain task is accomplished, therefor the research looked out how cinematographers in

Kampala light films and the impact of lighting to the broadcasting Medias.

5.2 Summary
This is in line with the objectives of the study which included, finding out cinematic lighting

methods used in Kampala, to find out the professionalism and experience of lighting crew

members, to find out whether cinematographers understand the use of lighting in films and to find

out how lighting methods used affect the film output in Uganda?

5.2.1Methods of lighting used by cinematographers in Kampala
There are two methods of lighting films used in Kampala, that is ambience lighting technique used

by cinematographers to illuminate their subjects like actors and actresses on set and the things that

surround them without clear focus and sometimes it is done with improvised lighting equipment

like locally made lights and filters and at a lesser degree there is the use of basic lighting methods

like three point lighting method used by high budget television series like Sanyu of pearl Magic.

5.2.2 The impact of lighting methods to the output
The lighting methods used in Kampala leads to production of poor standards of film produced

hence they fail to meet the standards of Uganda Communication Commission and they even end up

not competing in the local and international market, the government have been supportive

according to the broadcasting policy of 2013 .local contents must have 70% of broadcast but we as

film makers we have failed to improve on lighting methods of our films in order to improve on the

quality of films that we produce
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5.2.3 Do cinematographers understand the use of lighting
Few cinematographers in Kampala in a ratio of 4:8 understand the use of lighting films because

they are professionals who have studied about areas related with performing. But more

cinematographers don’t understand the use of lighting since they are not educated about it therefor

they don’t know why they light. That is the reason why the quality of our films is so poor .

5.3 RECOMMENDATIONS

Use of high standard equipment’s in film production. If Ugandan film industry is to continue

developing it means strategic measures have to been put in place for example use of good quality

and professional lighting equipment’s on sett, the government should include the film industry into

the budget and should reduce taxes charged on film lighting equipment’s as a supportive way of

promoting our local films hence our films will get a high quality rate .the broadcasting policy is not

enough to be read by film makers however the government should ensure that it is operational

because even films which are of standard has not been very much given broadcast.

Lighting crew members should go in film schools and other related institutions to get
qualified.

Most members of the crew have love for what they do but less are qualified to do what they do

there for schools like Kampala film school, some school and praline film have been introduced to

solve such issues.

The government should include performing arts in the budget and film should be given
enough money to facilitate productions.

Production of local contents is still very expensive yet producers and directors need a lot of money

to facilitate the cast and crew.

There should be free access of some locations during shooting of our local movies.such

locations include roads, streets, judicial courts, military barracks, schools, airports and other

national places.
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APPENDIX: LIST OF INTERVIEWEES/ RESPONDENTS/GROUP DISCUSSIONS
Appendix A: RESEARCH SCHEDULE

ACTIVITY TIME IN MONTH

7month

Proposal writing 21/6/2021

Data collection From July –September

Data analysis October

Submission of report March,2022

APPENDIX B: PROPOSED BUDGET

ITEM AMOUNT (UGshs)

Stationary papers pens 70,000/=

Transport 180,000/=

Internet 30,000/=

Typing and printing 50,000/=

Miscellaneous 150,000/=

Total 480,000/=
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APPENDIX C: RESPONDENTS
Isac Nabwana

Diana Nantume

Sheriff Kisambira

Loukman Ali

Isaac Nabwana

Luswata Musa

Daglus Kasule Benda

Andrew Kagwa Mayiga

David Landau (lighting for cinematography)

Mr. Kizito Samuel
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APPENDIX D: INTERVIEW GUIDE

Dear respondent, I am Ahereza Gilbert, a student at Makerere University pursuing a degree in

Drama and Film. As part of the program, I am conducting a research study entitled “lighting

methods used by cinematographers in Kampala”. I request that you help me with the information

to complete my research and high-level confidentiality of the results shall be ensured.

Thank
You!

AHEREZA GILBERT (Research student)

OBJECTIVE A: BAKGROUND

INFORMATION

Job title………………………

Gender

Male

Female

Education Status: highest level of education attained

A) PhD B) Masters’ degree C) Bachelors’ degree

D) Tertiary education E) others
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(F) If other specify…………………………………….

Are any of the above qualifications in cinematography or film production?

A) Yes B) NO

Less than 2 years 3-4 years 5 years and above

OBJECTIVE B: lighting methods used in Kampala.

1) What is cinematography?

2) What lighting methods do you use for film?

3) What is the importance using the method mentioned?

4) Why are Ugandan films not very much broadcasted on pour channels?
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APENDIX E; QUESTIONNARE

Dear respondent, I am Ahereza Gilbert, a student at Makerere University pursuing a degree in

Drama and Film. As part of the program, I am conducting a research study entitled “lighting

methods used by cinematographers in Kampala”. I request that you help me with the information

to complete my research and high-level confidentiality of the results shall be ensured.

1. What is cinematography?

2. How professional are you in cinematic lighting?

3. What experience do you have in cinematography?

4. What methods do you use to light films?

5. What is the importance of lighting films?

6. What lighting equipment’s do you use?

7. How do your lighting methods affect the film output?
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APENDIX F: OBSERVATION GUIDE

Observation guide for lighting equipment in production houses

Age range of
respondents

Notes

………………………

Notes

………………….

Gender on set Women

…………………..

Men

………………….

Cinematic lighting
method.

………………………
………………………
………………………
………………………
…………………….

…………………
…………………
…………………
…………………
………………

professionalism ………………………
……………………

…………………
………………….

experience ………………………
…………………….

…………………
…………………

Lighting equipment ………………………
……………………..

…………………
………………….


